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      The preparations and build-up for a war with Iran are speeding up, and the main force
pushing for an attack upon Iran is Israel, as they claim that Iran wants to use a nuclear
weapon against them.

There is an often-cited quotation that Iran’s President Ahmadinejad, has said that “Israel
must  be wiped off the map!”  in  some absurdly  hyperbolic  threat  of  the intention to  use a
nuclear weapon against Israel. This is always mentioned by the West, predominantly Israel
and the United States, in an effort to speed up support for action against Iran, however, this
has been a gross misquotation and mistranslation on the part of Israel. What was really said,
as reported by the Guardian, was that “The remarks are not out of context. They are wrong,
pure and simple. Ahmadinejad never said them. Farsi speakers have pointed out that he
was  mistranslated.  The  Iranian  president  was  quoting  an  ancient  statement  by  Iran’s  first
Islamist leader, the late Ayatollah Khomeini, that ‘this regime occupying Jerusalem must
vanish from the page of time’ just as the Shah’s regime in Iran had vanished,” and that “He
was not making a military threat. He was calling for an end to the occupation of Jerusalem at
some point in the future. The ‘page of time’ phrase suggests he did not expect it to happen
soon. There was no implication that either Khomeini, when he first made the statement, or
Ahmadinejad, in repeating it, felt it was imminent, or that Iran would be involved in bringing
it about.”1

      Even if the claims that Iran was pursuing the creation of nuclear weapons were true, it
was reported in 2005 that, “A major U.S. intelligence review has projected that Iran is about
a  decade away from manufacturing the key ingredient  for  a  nuclear  weapon,  roughly
doubling  the  previous  estimate  of  five  years,  according  to  government  sources  with
firsthand  knowledge  of  the  new  analysis.  The  carefully  hedged  assessments,  which
represent  consensus  among  U.S.  intelligence  agencies,  contrast  with  forceful  public
statements by the White House. Administration officials have asserted, but have not offered
proof, that Tehran is moving determinedly toward a nuclear arsenal. The new estimate could
provide more time for diplomacy with Iran over its nuclear ambitions. President Bush has
said that he wants the crisis resolved diplomatically but that ‘all options are on the table’.”2
So, taking this into consideration, even if Iran was making a nuclear weapon, as of this year
[2007], they would be 8 years away from having the components to make the bomb. Then,
they would have to make it, and after that, develop the technology and equipment, which
would be able to transport the bomb to whatever destination they choose.

      However, even on top of this, after the Bush administration and senior Republican
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officials  drafted a report  suggesting Iran is  very close to creating a nuclear  weapon,  “U.N.
inspectors  investigating  Iran’s  nuclear  program  angrily  complained  to  the  Bush
administration  and  to  a  Republican  congressman  yesterday  about  a  recent  House
committee report  on Iran’s  capabilities,  calling parts  of  the document ‘outrageous and
dishonest’ and offering evidence to refute its central claims. Officials of the United Nations’
International Atomic Energy Agency [IAEA] said in a letter that the report contained some
‘erroneous,  misleading  and  unsubstantiated  statements’,”  and  that,  “The  IAEA  openly
clashed  with  the  Bush  administration  on  pre-war  assessments  of  weapons  of  mass
destruction in Iraq. Relations all but collapsed when the agency revealed that the White
House had based some allegations about an Iraqi nuclear program on forged documents.
After no such weapons were found in Iraq, the IAEA came under additional criticism for
taking a cautious approach on Iran, which the White House says is trying to build nuclear
weapons in secret.” Further, “Among the committee’s assertions is that Iran is producing
weapons-grade uranium at its facility in the town of Natanz. The IAEA called that ‘incorrect,’
noting that weapons-grade uranium is enriched to a level of 90 percent or more. Iran has
enriched uranium to 3.5 percent under IAEA monitoring.”3 In 2006, the BBC reported, “The
US  Central  Intelligence  Agency  (CIA)  has  not  found  conclusive  evidence  that  Iran  is
developing nuclear weapons, a US magazine has reported. Veteran investigative reporter
Seymour Hersh, writing in The New Yorker, cites a secret CIA report based on intelligence
such as satellite images,” and that “The CIA found no conclusive evidence, as yet, of a
secret Iranian nuclear weapons program running parallel to the civilian operations that Iran
has declared to the International Atomic Energy Agency.”4

      Israel, however, despite all the above-mentioned evidence, is constantly pushing for
war, in fact, the Jerusalem Post recently reported, “that time to launch an effective military
strike against Iran’s nuclear installations was running out.”5 Oh, yes, time is running out, I
mean, they might start making a bomb in the year 2015, so it’s best to annihilate the
country  now,  on the off chance that  they might  consider  creating a  nuke in  8  years  time;
makes perfect sense . . . Excuse the sarcasm, but I just find that these types of statements,
that we’re ‘running out of time’,  are so absurd and blatantly exaggerated its as if  I’m
watching  a  piece  of  fiction,  because  clearly,  these  statements  are  not  representative  of
reality. Further, “Israel’s Strategic Affairs Minister Avigdor Liberman slammed the European
Union [. . . ] for what he termed its appeasement attitude over Iran’s nuclear programme,”
and that “Israel is widely believed to be the only nuclear-armed power in the Middle East,
with an estimated 200 warheads.”6 The German daily Der Spielgel reported that Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, while in Germany, said “Iran openly, explicitly and publicly
threatens to wipe Israel off the map. Can you say that this is the same level, when they are
aspiring to have nuclear weapons as America, France, Israel, Russia?”7, which is a tacit
admission to Israel’s having nuclear weapons. Either a nuclear slip-up, or a subtle warning to
Iran; nonetheless, it was an admission of an Israeli nuclear arsenal. And why is it that Israel,
an aggressive country that has started many wars since its creation, is allowed to have over
200 nuclear weapons, while Iran, a country that hasn’t started a war in over a thousand
years, isn’t allowed to even have nuclear technology? Clearly, it’s a strategy of double
standards.

      Moreover, it was reported that, “The Israeli Air Force (IAF) has been training on long-
range  flights,  including  refueling  in  mid-flight,  in  preparation  for  potential  strikes  against
Iranian  nuclear  targets,”  and  that  “Intelligence  assessments  received  by  the  defense
establishment concur that once Iran passes the point of no return in its nuclear efforts, the
entire Middle East will enter a frantic nuclear armament race. Egypt and Saudi Arabia are
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expected to take the lead should such a scenario become reality,” and further, “Members of
the international community – the US and Israel leading – are convinced that Iran’s race to
enrich uranium is aimed at producing nuclear weapons. The Islamic Republic, on its side,
insists it is looking for energy sources that would be an alternative to fossil fuels.”8

      On the other side of the ocean, it was reported by the Guardian that, “The balance in the
internal White House debate over Iran has shifted back in favour of military action before
President  George  Bush  leaves  office  in  18  months,”  as  “The  vice-president,  Dick  Cheney,
has long favoured upping the threat of military action against Iran. He is being resisted by
the secretary of state, Condoleezza Rice, and the defence secretary, Robert Gates,” and
that “Last year Mr Bush came down in favour of Ms Rice, who along with Britain, France and
Germany has been putting a diplomatic squeeze on Iran. But at a meeting of the White
House, Pentagon and state department last month, Mr Cheney expressed frustration at the
lack of progress and Mr Bush sided with him.”9 Could it be that Dick (Darth Vader) Cheney is
acting on behalf of the document that was written up by the think tank he was previously a
member of, which cited Iran as a selection for ‘regime change’? Chances are, yes, after all,
Cheney  has  continuously  stated  his  position  as  such.  The  article  further  stated,  “The
Washington source said Mr Bush and Mr Cheney did not trust any potential successors in the
White House, Republican or Democratic, to deal with Iran decisively. They are also reluctant
for  Israel  to carry out any strikes because the US would get the blame in the region
anyway.”

      In 2006, the Telegraph reported that “The Bush administration is planning to use nuclear
weapons against Iran, to prevent it acquiring its own atomic warheads,” and that “Some US
military chiefs have unsuccessfully urged the White House to drop the nuclear option from
its war plans, [Seymour] Hersh writes in The New Yorker magazine. The conviction that Mr
Ahmedinejad would attack Israel or US forces in the Middle East, if Iran obtains atomic
weapons,  is  what  drives  American  planning  for  the  destruction  of  Teheran’s  nuclear
programme,” and further, “Hersh claims that one of the plans, presented to the White
House by the Pentagon, entails the use of a bunker-buster tactical nuclear weapon, such as
the B61-11, against underground nuclear sites.”10

      Remember General  Peter Pace, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the highest-
ranking  military  official  in  the  United  States  government,  who  stated  that  there  is  no
evidence Iran is supplying weapons to Shi’ite insurgents in Iraq? Well guess what, he’s
getting  fired.  As  former  Reagan  administration  economist  Paul  Craig  Roberts  wrote  in  an
article outlining why Pace is being replaced, it could be a result of two very important
comments  Pace  has  made in  recent  times,  “In  the  first  statement  General  Pace  says  that
every member of the US military has the absolute responsibility to disobey illegal and
immoral orders. In the second statement, General Pace says that an order to use weapons
of mass destruction is an illegal and immoral order,” and that “The Bush regime’s plan to
attack Iran with nuclear weapons puts General Pace’s departure in a different light. How can
President Bush succeed with an order to attack with nuclear weapons when America’s
highest  ranking  military  officer  says  that  such  an  order  is  ‘illegal  and  immoral’  and  that
everyone  in  the  military  has  an  ‘absolute  responsibility’  to  disobey  it?”  and  “Pace’s
departure removes a known obstacle to a nuclear attack on Iran,  thus advancing that
possible course of action.”11 Pace, for the record, is set to leave in September of 2007, and
will be replaced by Michael Mullen, who, according to USA Today, “Adm. Michael Mullen
accused  Iran,  without  being  more  specific,  of  giving  aid  to  insurgent  forces  in  Iraq  and
Afghanistan.”12 So, as you can see for yourself, the incoming Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
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Staff is towing the party line, lock in step with the Administration’s lunacy-ridden claims and
statements about Iran, which only seek to provide an excuse for a military assault on the
country. As for the nuclear option, it seems that not much has changed, as it was recently
reported  that  “The  U.S.  is  retrofitting  its  B-2  Stealth  bombers  with  massive  bunker-buster
bombs – a move that could be a prelude to an attack on Iran and its nuclear facilities.”13

      Recently, at the beginning of August, it was reported that George Bush made the claim
“that Iran has openly declared that it seeks nuclear weapons — an inaccurate accusation at
a time of sharp tensions between Washington and Tehran,” and it goes on to give Bush’s
quote, saying, “It’s up to Iran to prove to the world that they’re a stabilizing force as
opposed to a destabilizing force. After all, this is a government that has proclaimed its
desire  to  build  a  nuclear  weapon.”14 It  seems evident  that  propaganda efforts  have been
stepped up for an attack upon Iran, and the concept alone that the US intends to use
nuclear weapons is an indication of how stark-raving mad these unbalanced individuals are
who  make  up  the  Bush  Administration.  And,  not  only  is  the  administration  criminally  off-
balance, but Congress can be added as a member to that club (assuming they weren’t
already founding members),  as  it  was reported that  “The US Senate has unanimously
backed a measure censuring Iran for what it said was complicity in the killing of US soldiers
in Iraq, intending to send a stern warning to Tehran. The chamber voted 97-0 in favor of the
bill, making it one of the few areas of Iraq policy where all Democrats and all Republicans
are in agreement.”15 This is an act on the part of the US Senate, which essentially gives the
green light to the White House for an attack upon Iran.

      Just as an aside, is it just me: or does there seem to be an overwhelming irony in the
idea that the Bush administration is planning to nuke Iran because it’s afraid that Iran is
making nukes? What a concept; to deter a country from pursuing a nuclear program (of
which there is a possibility of inciting future disasters), by using nuclear weapons against
that country, which guarantees a massive disaster. What kind of psychotic logic is this? And
more importantly, what kind of society do we live in where it is at all acceptable to even
mention using nuclear weapons against another country, let alone actually plan for it? And
in case you were thinking that  perhaps the British were taking a step back from this
sociopathic plan, well, “British Prime Minister Gordon Brown said on Monday he would not
rule out military action against Iran,” and the Reuters article went on to give Brown’s quote,
“I  firmly  believe  that  the  sanctions  policy  that  we  are  pursuing  will  work,  but  I’m not  one
who’s going forward to say that we rule out any particular form of action.”16

The Secret War with Iran or How George Learned to Continue Status Quo Strategy

      So, clearly it would appear that a war with Iran is not too hard a situation to imagine.
However, what if I were to tell you that a war with Iran has already begun? Scott Ritter, a
former UN weapons inspector in Iraq from 1991-1998, wrote an article in June of 2005, in
which he stated, “The reality is that the US war with Iran has already begun. As we speak,
American over flights of Iranian soil are taking place, using pilotless drones and other, more
sophisticated, capabilities. The violation of a sovereign nation’s airspace is an act of war in
and of itself. But the war with Iran has gone far beyond the intelligence-gathering phase,”
and he continued, “President Bush has taken advantage of the sweeping powers granted to
him in the aftermath of 11 September 2001, to wage a global war against terror and to
initiate several covert offensive operations inside Iran. The most visible of these is the CIA-
backed  actions  recently  undertaken  by  the  Mujahadeen  el-Khalq,  or  MEK,  an  Iranian
opposition group, once run by Saddam Hussein’s dreaded intelligence services, but now
working exclusively for the CIA’s Directorate of Operations. It is bitter irony that the CIA is
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using a group still labelled as a terrorist organisation, a group trained in the art of explosive
assassination by the same intelligence units of the former regime of Saddam Hussein, who
are slaughtering American soldiers in Iraq today, to carry out remote bombings in Iran of the
sort that the Bush administration condemns on a daily basis inside Iraq.” On top of this,
Ritter stated that, “the CIA-backed campaign of MEK terror bombings in Iran are not the only
action ongoing against Iran. To the north, in neighbouring Azerbaijan, the US military is
preparing a base of operations for a massive military presence that will foretell a major land-
based campaign designed to capture Tehran,” and then goes on to explain, “The ethnic links
between the Azeri of northern Iran and Azerbaijan were long exploited by the Soviet Union
during the Cold War, and this vehicle for internal manipulation has been seized upon by CIA
paramilitary operatives and US Special Operations units who are training with Azerbaijan
forces to form special units capable of operating inside Iran for the purpose of intelligence
gathering, direct action, and mobilising indigenous opposition to the Mullahs in Tehran. But
this is only one use the US has planned for Azerbaijan. American military aircraft, operating
from  forward  bases  in  Azerbaijan,  will  have  a  much  shorter  distance  to  fly  when  striking
targets in and around Tehran. In fact, US air power should be able to maintain a nearly 24-
hour  a  day presence over  Tehran airspace once military  hostilities  commence.”  Ritter
concludes that, “history will show that the US-led war with Iran will not have begun once a
similar formal statement is offered by the Bush administration, but, rather, had already been
under way since June 2005, when the CIA began its programme of MEK-executed terror
bombings in Iran.”17

      In January of 2005, Reuters reported that, “The United States is conducting secret
reconnaissance missions inside Iran to help identify potential nuclear, chemical and missile
targets,  according  to  The New Yorker  magazine.  An  article  by  award-winning  reporter
Seymour Hersh says the secret missions have been going on since at least the middle of last
year [2004], with the goal of uncovering target information about three dozen or more
suspected sites,” and that, “The article also says US President George W Bush has approved
secret operations targeting suspected terrorist operations in up to 10 countries in the Middle
East and south Asia,” and one government consultant was quoted as saying, “The civilians
in the Pentagon want to go into Iran and destroy as much of the military infrastructure as
possible,” and further, “In the article, Hersh quotes the former intelligence official as saying
that an American commando task force in south Asia is working closely with a group of
Pakistani scientists who have dealt with their Iranian counterparts. The magazine reports
that this task force, aided by information from Pakistan, has been penetrating into eastern
Iran in a hunt for underground nuclear-weapons installations.”18

      The above story was further reported by the Guardian newspaper, “Pakistan, under a
deal with Washington, has been supplying information on Iranian military sites and on its
nuclear programme, enabling the US to conduct covert ground and air reconnaissance of
Iranian targets, should the escalating row over Iran’s nuclear ambitions come to a head,”
and  “The  New  Yorker  report  said  the  Americans  have  been  conducting  secret
reconnaissance missions over and inside Iran since last summer with a view to identifying
up to 40 possible targets for strikes should the dispute over Iran turn violent.”19

      In  April  of  2006,  Raw  Story  reported  that  “The  Pentagon  is  bypassing  official  US
intelligence channels and turning to a dangerous and unruly cast of characters in order to
create strife in Iran in preparation for any possible attack, former and current intelligence
officials say. One of the operational assets being used by the Defense Department is a right-
wing terrorist organization known as Mujahedeen-e Khalq (MEK), which is being “run” in two
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southern regional areas of Iran. They are Baluchistan, a Sunni stronghold, and Khuzestan, a
Shia region where a series of recent attacks has left many dead and hundreds injured in the
last three months,” and that “One former counterintelligence official, who wished to remain
anonymous due to the sensitivity of the information, describes the Pentagon as pushing MEK
shortly after the invasion of Iraq in 2003. The drive to use the insurgent group was said to
have been advanced by the Pentagon under the influence of the Vice President’s office and
opposed by the State Department, National Security Council  and then-National Security
Advisor, Condoleezza Rice.”20

      On January 11, 2007, the Washington Note reported, “Washington intelligence, military
and foreign policy circles are abuzz today with speculation that the President, yesterday or
in recent days, sent a secret Executive Order to the Secretary of Defense and to the Director
of the CIA to launch military operations against Syria and Iran. The President may have
started a new secret, informal war against Syria and Iran without the consent of Congress or
any broad discussion with the country,” and the article even quoted Bush’s 2007 State of
the Union address the night before, “Succeeding in Iraq also requires defending its territorial
integrity and stabilizing the region in the face of extremist challenges. This begins with
addressing Iran and Syria. These two regimes are allowing terrorists and insurgents to use
their territory to move in and out of Iraq. Iran is providing material support for attacks on
American  troops.  We  will  disrupt  the  attacks  on  our  forces.  We’ll  interrupt  the  flow  of
support from Iran and Syria. And we will  seek out and destroy the networks providing
advanced weaponry and training to our enemies in Iraq. We’re also taking other steps to
bolster the security of Iraq and protect American interests in the Middle East. I recently
ordered the deployment of an additional carrier strike group to the region. We will expand
intelligence-sharing and deploy Patriot air  defense systems to reassure our friends and
allies. We will work with the governments of Turkey and Iraq to help them resolve problems
along their  border.  And we will  work with others to prevent Iran from gaining nuclear
weapons  and  dominating  the  region.”  It  further  reported  that,  “Adding  fuel  to  the
speculation is that U.S. forces today raided an Iranian Consulate in Arbil, Iraq and detained
five  Iranian  staff  members,”  and  “what  is  disconcerting  is  that  some  are  speculating  that
Bush has decided to heat up military engagement with Iran and Syria — taking possible
action within their borders, not just within Iraq. Some are suggesting that the Consulate raid
may have been designed to try and prompt a military response from Iran — to generate a
casus belli for further American action. If this is the case, the debate about adding four
brigades to Iraq is pathetic. The situation will get even hotter than it now is, worsening the
American position and exposing the fact that to fight Iran both within the borders of Iraq and
into Iranian territory, there are not enough troops in the theatre.”21

      The adding of brigades to Baghdad of which the above-described article mentioned was
in reference to what we know today as “The Surge.” The author stated that “the situation
will get even hotter than it now is”, which turned out to be very correct. As reported in
October of 2006, three months before Bush’s ‘State of the Union’ address, “More than
650,000 people have died in Iraq since the U.S. led invasion of the country began in March
of 2003. This is according to a new study published in the scientific journal, The Lancet. The
study was conducted by researchers at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
and Al  Mustansiriya University  in  Baghdad.  Researchers based their  findings on interviews
with a random sampling of households taken in clusters across Iraq. The study is an update
to a prior one compiled by many of the same researchers. That study estimated that around
100,000 Iraqis died in the first 18 months after the invasion.”22 Craig Murray, former British
Ambassador to Uzbekistan, wrote on August 10, 2007, that “Today, we are calling the fact
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that, around now, on our best estimate, a million people have died in Iraq as a result of the
chaos launched by the US and UK led invasion. That is a million people, the majority of them
women and children, who would overwhelmingly be alive today were it not for the actions of
governments.”23

      In February of 2007, the London Telegraph reported that, “America is secretly funding
militant ethnic separatist groups in Iran in an attempt to pile pressure on the Islamic regime
to  give  up  its  nuclear  programme.  In  a  move  that  reflects  Washington’s  growing  concern
with the failure of diplomatic initiatives, CIA officials are understood to be helping opposition
militias among the numerous ethnic minority groups clustered in Iran’s border regions. The
operations are controversial because they involve dealing with movements that resort to
terrorist methods in pursuit of their grievances against the Iranian regime,” and that, “In the
past year there has been a wave of unrest in ethnic minority border areas of Iran, with
bombing  and  assassination  campaigns  against  soldiers  and  government  officials.  Such
incidents have been carried out by the Kurds in the west, the Azeris in the north-west, the
Ahwazi Arabs in the south-west, and the Baluchis in the south-east. Non-Persians make up
nearly 40 per cent of Iran’s 69 million population, with around 16 million Azeris, seven
million  Kurds,  five  million  Ahwazis  and  one  million  Baluchis.  Most  Baluchis  live  over  the
border in Pakistan,” and it continued, “Funding for their separatist causes comes directly
from the CIA’s classified budget but is now ‘no great secret’, according to one former high-
ranking  CIA  official  in  Washington  who  spoke  anonymously  to  The  Sunday  Telegraph.  His
claims were backed by Fred Burton, a former US state department counter-terrorism agent,
who said: ‘The latest attacks inside Iran fall in line with US efforts to supply and train Iran’s
ethnic minorities to destabilise the Iranian regime’.” Lastly, it mentioned, “A row has also
broken out in Washington over whether to ‘unleash’ the military wing of the Mujahedeen-e
Khalq (MEK), an Iraq-based Iranian opposition group with a long and bloody history of armed
opposition to the Iranian regime ,” and that, “At present, none of the opposition groups are
much more than irritants to Teheran, but US analysts believe that they could become
emboldened if the regime was attacked by America or Israel.”24

      As award winning journalist Seymour Hersh wrote in the New Yorker in March of 2007,
“In the past few months, as the situation in Iraq has deteriorated, the Bush Administration,
in  both  its  public  diplomacy  and  its  covert  operations,  has  significantly  shifted  its  Middle
East strategy. The “redirection,” as some inside the White House have called the new
strategy, has brought the United States closer to an open confrontation with Iran and, in
parts of the region, propelled it into a widening sectarian conflict between Shiite and Sunni
Muslims,”  and  that,  “To  undermine  Iran,  which  is  predominantly  Shiite,  the  Bush
Administration  has  decided,  in  effect,  to  reconfigure  its  priorities  in  the  Middle  East.  In
Lebanon,  the  Administration  has  coöperated with  Saudi  Arabia’s  government,  which  is
Sunni,  in  clandestine  operations  that  are  intended  to  weaken  Hezbollah,  the  Shiite
organization that is backed by Iran. The U.S. has also taken part in clandestine operations
aimed at Iran and its ally Syria. A by-product of these activities has been the bolstering of
Sunni extremist groups that espouse a militant vision of Islam and are hostile to America
and sympathetic to Al  Qaeda.” On top of this,  “The new American policy, in its broad
outlines, has been discussed publicly. In testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee  in  January,  Secretary  of  State  Condoleezza  Rice  said  that  there  is  ‘a  new
strategic alignment in the Middle East,’ separating ‘reformers’ and ‘extremists’; she pointed
to the Sunni states as centers of moderation, and said that Iran, Syria, and Hezbollah were
‘on the other side of that divide.’ (Syria’s Sunni majority is dominated by the Alawi sect.)
Iran and Syria, she said, ‘have made their choice and their choice is to destabilize’.”25 So,
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what we are seeing here, is that in this new ‘Great Game’ over the Middle East and Central
Eurasia, the Anglo-American alliance has chosen, like so many empires throughout the past
centuries, to empower one religious sect over another, just as the British empowered the
Sunnis in what is today known as Saudi Arabia to fight the Ottoman Empire, they saw fit to
maintain that relationship with the Sunni countries, and today, have chosen to again use
those connections to sow chaos across the Middle East; dividing the people, destabilizing
countries, and expanding the Anglo-American Empire’s lebensraum [living space].

      The New Yorker article further stated, “The key players behind the redirection are Vice-
President Dick Cheney, the deputy national-security adviser Elliott Abrams, the departing
Ambassador to Iraq (and nominee for United Nations Ambassador), Zalmay Khalilzad, and
Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the Saudi national-security adviser. While Rice has been deeply
involved in shaping the public policy, former and current officials said that the clandestine
side has been guided by Cheney.” So, here, we see divisions within the ruling class. Cheney,
who has more often represented his neo-conservative lunatic peers, as opposed to Ms. Rice,
who, before coming into government in the George W. Bush administration, was on the
board of  Chevron,  and thus,  owes her loyalty not  to any half-baked,  mentally  defunct
ideology, but to an industry; the oil industry. In the same month, March, it was reported
that,  “For  all  its  efforts  to  apply  economic  and  political  pressure  on  Iran  over  its  nuclear
program,  the United States  has  never  used a  potentially  potent  tool  in  its  arsenal  —
penalties on foreign companies that assist Iran in producing oil and natural gas. That may
be about to change. The Bush administration has quietly been warning energy companies,
including Shell, Repsol and SKS, the Malaysian oil company, as well as the governments of
China, India, Pakistan and Malaysia, that penalties are possible if they pursue energy deals
with Iran. As a result, several huge projects planned for Iran could be vulnerable. These
include one possible $10 billion project by Royal Dutch Shell and the Spanish oil company,
Repsol YPF, to develop a natural gas field offshore in Iran, and a $20 billion venture by SKS
Ventures of Malaysia to produce natural gas in Iran’s Golshan and Ferdows fields.”26 As we
have seen from the history of the last hundred years in the region, related especially to Iran,
a company like Royal Dutch Shell is not merely a ‘private interest’, but rather an imperial
power house. So, as the oil companies seek diplomacy to see if they can secure good oil
control inside Iran, the political diplomacy will follow. After all, historically, in the United
States, it has been the oil companies that dominate the State Department, which handles
foreign  affairs,  as  with  the  current  Condi  Rice,  James  Baker  in  the  George  HW  Bush
administration who is an oil lobbyist, Henry Kissinger, who always acted in the interest of oil
corporations, [i.e. Yom Kippur War], John Foster Dulles, whose brother, Allen Dulles, was CIA
director at  the same time, at  which they both pressured then-President Eisenhower to
authorize CIA covert action to overthrow Iran in 1953, which they did [for British Petroleum].

      So, as the State Department is controlled by Big Oil, and with that, the National Security
Council, of which Condoleezza Rice was the head of until she got a promotion to Secretary
of State, and Zbigniew Brzezinski was National Security Adviser, then worked with BP, and
Henry Kissinger was National Security Adviser and Secretary of State at the same time, they
will act more strategically than say, neo-con lunatics. Remember, when the neo-con plan for
Iraqi oil was designed to destroy OPEC, Shell sent in their man to tell the Ambassador to Iraq
the real  plan. So, as in the past few years the neo-cons have continuously stepped up
pressure  for  an  attack  and  conflict  with  Iran;  other  elitist  factions  have  been  hesitant,  as
they see the broader implications for such an attack. So, as oil companies seek development
and oil  control opportunities inside Iran, diplomacy will  seek opportunities to delay any
reactionary approach to Iranian relations (such as nuking their nuclear facilities), to try a
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different path of hushed diplomacy, as in, signing oil contracts. So, the oil companies seek to
wait out the situation, see which way things turn, and depending on future circumstances,
will make a decision when the time comes. However, there are even divisions within the oil
industry on the present issue of Iran. American companies are barred from doing business,
but European ones are attempting a go at it. The biggest of which is Royal Dutch Shell,
which represents the British and Dutch elite, however, it was reported that, “the UK’s BP is
thought to have decided against operating in the country.”27

      On August 21, 2007, the Financial Times reported that, “Iran appointed a new deputy oil
minister  for  international  affairs  yesterday  as  part  of  a  government  reshuffle.  Hossein
Noghrehkar-Shirazi, who will take over responsibility for liaison with foreign companies, was
appointed by the acting oil minister,” and that, “Kazem Vaziri-Hamaneh, who “resigned” last
week as oil minister, subsequently criticised the government for its decision to keep petrol
prices at one of the world’s lowest levels,” and further, “Mr Nozari, the acting minister
whose  appointment  requires  parliamentary  approval,  has  identified  the  boosting  of  Iran’s
crude production as an immediate priority. Iran has apparently been struggling to meet its
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries [OPEC] quota.” It would seem that the Anglo-
Americans are again using their OPEC tool to commit economic and petrodollar warfare on
Iran. A sign we saw in 1990 in the lead-up to Saddam going from trusted proxy ally, to
enemy number one, during the Gulf War. Are they trying to break Iran? Simultaneously, are
the invested European oil companies in the region trying to grab what they can, while they
can?  Could  this  also  be  a  conflict  between  the  Anglo-American  and  the  European  oil
industries  over  Iran,  reflective  of  the  division  between the  Anglo-Americans  and  European
governments over the same issue?  Europe has been attempting and stressing a more
diplomatic  approach  to  getting  Iran  to  halt  its  uranium enrichment,  while  the  Anglo-
Americans call for immediate action, and military if necessary. However, what is key to note
here, is that both the Anglo-Americans and the Europeans see nuclear energy in Iran as a
threat, and thus both groups have an interest in seeing that the country never industrializes,
but they differ on approaches to doing this. Since the Europeans do not control OPEC, as its
principal leader is Saudi Arabia, a US-British protectorate. After all,  the previous article
pointed out how British Petroleum [BP] is staying out of Iran, as BP is an Anglo-American
interest, after the merger of Amoco, formerly a Rockefeller Standard Oil enterprise, into
British Petroleum, owned predominantly by the British monarch and ruling class members.
The companies seeking work in Iran are European, and the interesting one to note is Royal
Dutch  Shell,  which  is  still  almost  half  British  controlled.  The  majority  shares  are  split
between the Dutch monarch, with the largest share, and the British monarch.28 So, the
British, in their typical stealth maneuvering throughout their diplomatic imperial history, are
ensuring their interests with both factions, the Americans and the Europeans, to ensure that
no matter which end succeeds in their approach to Iran, the British will  maintain their
hegemony. The Financial Times article concluded, “Given the strong possibility of tougher
United Nations sanctions over Iran’s nuclear programme, European companies – including
OMV, of Austria, Spain’s Repsol and Royal Dutch Shell – are hesitating over whether to go
ahead with plans for involvement in its energy sector. Nonetheless, high oil prices increased
Iran’s revenue by 13.6 per cent to $54bn in the Iranian year ending March 20, and income is
set to be even higher this year. The International Monetary Fund has forecast 5 per cent
growth, largely driven by oil revenue, for Iran this year.”29 As I will examine later on, in the
next Part of this essay, these various divisions between the Europeans and the Anglo-
Americans in relations to Iran are slowly aligning in a political consensus.

      In April of 2007, ABC News reported that “A Pakistani tribal militant group responsible
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for a series of deadly guerrilla raids inside Iran has been secretly encouraged and advised
by American officials since 2005, U.S. and Pakistani intelligence sources tell ABC News. The
group, called Jundullah, is made up of members of the Baluchi tribe and operates out of the
Baluchistan province in Pakistan, just across the border from Iran,” and that, “It has taken
responsibility for the deaths and kidnappings of more than a dozen Iranian soldiers and
officials.  U.S.  officials  say  the  U.S.  relationship  with  Jundullah  is  arranged  so  that  the  U.S.
provides  no  funding  to  the  group,  which  would  require  an  official  presidential  order  or
“finding”  as  well  as  congressional  oversight.  Tribal  sources  tell  ABC  News  that  money  for
Jundullah is funneled to its youthful leader, Abd el Malik Regi, through Iranian exiles who
have connections with European and Gulf states.” It further reported that, “Regi [the leader
of  Jundullah]  is  essentially  commanding  a  force  of  several  hundred  guerrilla  fighters  that
stage  attacks  across  the  border  into  Iran  on  Iranian  military  officers,  Iranian  intelligence
officers,  kidnapping them, executing them on camera,” and “Most recently,  Jundullah took
credit for an attack in February that killed at least 11 members of the Iranian Revolutionary
Guard riding on a bus in the Iranian city of Zahedan,” and it further mentioned, “Pakistani
government sources say the secret campaign against Iran by Jundullah was on the agenda
when  Vice  President  Dick  Cheney  met  with  Pakistani  President  Pervez  Musharraf  in
February.”  Lastly,  ABC  reported,  “Some  former  CIA  officers  say  the  arrangement  is
reminiscent of how the U.S. government used proxy armies, funded by other countries
including Saudi Arabia, to destabilize the government of Nicaragua in the 1980s.”30 In other
words, it’s reminiscent of the Iran-Contra Affair, where the US funded terrorists in Nicaragua
by selling arms to Iran. Another parallel is that the agenda and strategy is being run out of
the Vice President’s office, whereas George Bush Sr. was the Vice President at the time of
Iran-Contra and there is  much evidence pointing to his as being a leading role in the
Affair.31

      As the Sunday Telegraph reported in May of 2007, “President George W Bush has given
the CIA approval to launch covert ‘black’ operations to achieve regime change in Iran,” and
that,  “Mr Bush has signed an official  document endorsing CIA plans for  a  propaganda and
disinformation campaign intended to destabilise, and eventually topple, the theocratic rule
of the mullahs,” and “Under the plan, pressure will  be brought to bear on the Iranian
economy  by  manipulating  the  country’s  currency  and  international  financial  transactions.
Details have also emerged of a covert scheme to sabotage the Iranian nuclear programme.”
Further,  it  was revealed that,  “The CIA will  also be allowed to supply communications
equipment which would enable opposition groups in Iran to work together and bypass
internet censorship by the clerical regime,” and explained, “Authorisation of the new CIA
mission, which will not be allowed to use lethal force, appears to suggest that President
Bush has, for the time being, ruled out military action against Iran,” yet, the article went on
to explain that, “However, the CIA is giving arms-length support, supplying money and
weapons, to an Iranian militant group, Jundullah, which has conducted raids into Iran from
bases in Pakistan. Iranian officials say they captured 10 members of Jundullah last weekend,
carrying  $500,000  in  cash  along  with  ‘maps  of  sensitive  areas’  and  ‘modern  spy
equipment’.”32 So essentially,  the article explains that Bush has authorized the CIA to
engage  in  a  propaganda  campaign  with  the  intent  to  overthrow  the  current  Iranian
government.  Sounds  very  similar  to  the  1953 CIA/MI6  coup against  the  Iranian  Prime
Minister  Mossadeq,  in  which  the  intelligence  agencies  distributed  propaganda,  not  to
mention orchestrated terrorist attacks inside Iran, which is also reminiscent to the current
scheme,  as  it  was  announced  that  the  CIA  was  funding  and  arming  and  supplying
intelligence to Jundullah, a terrorist organization being run out of Pakistan, as well as the
previously mentioned MEK, another terrorist group, which is being run out of Iraq.
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      So now it is necessary to take a brief look at the group Jundullah, which will shed more
light on the current geo-political situation in the region; namely the role of the imperial
powers in the Middle East. It  was further reported by Press TV  that, “America says its
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has hired a Pakistani gang to carry out terrorist operations
inside Iran. The gang, called Jondollah, includes members of Baluch tribes and is led by
Abdul  Malek  Rigi  who is  operating from Pakistan’s  part  of  the  Sistan and Baluchistan
province in southeastern Iran,” and that, “The terrorist gang has so far carried out many
deadly raids, resulting in the deaths or kidnapping of ordinary Iranian people as well as
soldiers and officials in the region,” as well  as the fact that, “The large Iranian community
residing in the U.S. has strongly protested to a recent live interview with Rigi on Voice of
America (VOA) in which he claimed responsibility for the operations.”33

      As reported by the Sunday Morning Herald, Abdul Malek Rigi, the leader of the CIA
operated terrorist group, Jundullah, “was a cell leader of Osama bin Laden’s Sunni Muslim
al-Qaeda network in Iran, an overwhelmingly Shi’ite Muslim country. In June, state television
said security forces had wounded Rigi and killed his brother,” and that, “Jundollah (God’s
Soldiers), a shadowy Sunni Muslim group led by Rigi, in February claimed responsibility for
an attack on a bus owned by Iran’s Revolutionary Guards that killed 11 people and it has
also been blamed for other violence in the region.”34 So, now the US is funding a group
whose head was a leader of a cell of Al-Qaeda, which is the supposed ‘enemy’ of the United
States. Not only that, but, as stated in Terrorism and Violence in Southeast Asia, “Jundullah
was funded by al-Qaeda through Omar al-Faruq.”35 This was further reported by Time
Magazine, which stated, “[Omar] al-Faruq told the CIA he helped Dwikarna establish Laskar
Jundullah, a militant Islamic group dedicated to forming an Islamic state and involved in
attacks on Christian villages in central Sulawesi province.”36 So, not only is the leader of
Jundullah  affiliated  with  al-Qaeda,  but  one  of  the  original  funders  was  also  with  Al-Qaeda;
and yet, still, the United States is currently funding it, supplying it with intelligence and
arming it. However, given what we have seen regarding such operations inside Iraq, this is
no surprise. It again fits in with the current Anglo-American strategy of favouring the Sunni
sects against the Shi’a/Shiite. Al-Qaeda is Sunni, so it’s being funded against Iran, which is
Shiite.

      As reported by Newsline in 2004, the founder of Jundullah, Attaur Rehman, “is closely
associated with Al-Qaeda’s network in Pakistan.”37 The article quoted the Chief of the
Karachi police in Pakistan, saying, “Jundullah has close ties with Al-Qaeda.” Last August
[2006], the world learned of a supposed plot to blow up nearly a dozen commercial jetliners
in midair, which originated in London. As CNN reported, “British and Pakistani authorities
teamed up to thwart the attacks, and 24 men were arrested in overnight raids in Britain,
authorities  said.  An  undercover  British  agent  infiltrated  the  group,  giving  the  authorities
intelligence  on  the  alleged  plan,  several  U.S.  government  officials  said.”38  Michel
Chossudovsky, a professor of economics at the University of Ottawa, wrote in an article that,
“The initial reports of the Home Office point to the active collaboration of Pakistani Military
Intelligence in uncovering the alleged terror plot. From the outset, most of the intelligence
which  led  to  the  arrests  in  the  UK  was  apparently  gathered  by  Pakistan’s  military
intelligence (ISI), which is said to ‘have tipped off MI5’: While actively collaborating with the
British police investigation, the Inter Services Intelligence (ISI) is known to have supported
and  financed  a  number  of  “Islamic  terror  groups”  including  Al  Qaeda.  In  fact  the  terrorist
training camps in Pakistan were set up in the early 1980s with the support of the ISI and the
CIA,”  and  that,  “it  [the  Pakistani  ISI]  has  also  supported  and  provided  financial  assistance
(during the entire post-Cold War era), to the two main Pakistan-based Kashmir rebel groups,
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Lashkar-e-Taiba, (Army of the Pure) and Jaish-e-Muhammad (Army of Mohammed), which
claimed responsibility for the terror attack on the Indian parliament in October 2001.”39
 Why this  is  significant  to  note  is  because  as  reported  by  International  Terrorism Monitor,
“Four  or  five  of  those  detained  by  the  British  Police  had  gone  to  Pakistan  after  the
earthquake of October 2005, in Pakistan-Occupied Kashmir (POK) and in the Balakote area
of the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) to do humanitarian relief work in camps run by
the Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JUD), the parent organisation of the Lashkar-e-Toiba (LET),” and that,
“The Jundullah (Army of Allah), a pro-Al Qaeda organisation, took them to its training camp
in the Waziristan area, trained them in the fabrication and use of explosives and dropped
them back in the JUD quake relief camps.”40 So, Jundullah, the group which is now receiving
special support from the US government, namely, the CIA, was implicated in helping train
some people who were arrested in the 2006 liquid explosives bomb plot in London, as well
as the fact  that through those very individuals who were arrested,  Jundullah was affiliated
with Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JUD), which is the parent organization of Lashkar e Taiba (LET). The
LET is receiving funding and support from the Pakistani ISI, the intelligence agency long
affiliated with the CIA and British intelligence.

      The Pakistani ISI is a very nefarious organization, with many equally nefarious contacts.
To explain the significance of this agency we must briefly look to the past. As stated in the
Pulitzer Prize winning book, Ghost Wars, “Mohammed Zia-ul-Haq was a young captain in a
Punjabi  unit  of  Britain’s  colonial  army  when  London’s  exhausted  government  finally  quit
India in 1947,” and that,  “British-trained Punjabi Muslim army officers such as Zia became
one of the new nation’s [Pakistan’s] most powerful ruling groups,” and so Zia rose through
the ranks, making it to become a general. It was further stated that, “After 1977 he reigned
as a dictator and ceded few political privileges to others. But he did not decorate himself in
ornate trappings of power.[ . . . ] Zulfikar Ali Bhutto had promoted him [Zia] to army chief of
staff apparently in the belief that Zia would be compliant. Zia not only overthrew Bhutto but
hanged him.”41 It continued, “In the context of 1979’s upheavals Zia was not a radical. He
declared Pakistan an Islamic state but did not move as forcefully as Khomeni did in Iran,”
which is interesting to note, especially since it was in line with Brzezinski’s ‘Arc of Crisis’
strategy in the region starting that year,  where secular governments were changed in
favour of hard-line religious governments which wouldn’t be able to achieve a level of
development in such countries, and who would be subject to being demonized for radical
policies as well as impeding the USSR from gaining a hegemonic presence in the region. It
further  stated,  “Zia  believed  deeply  in  the  colonial-era  army’s  values,  traditions,  and
geopolitical mission – a thoroughly British orientation,” and that “Zia strongly encouraged
personal  religious  piety  within  the  Pakistan  army’s  officer  corps,  a  major  change from the
past. He encouraged the financing and construction of hundreds of madrassas, or religious
schools, along the Afghan frontier to educate young Afghans – as well as Pakistanis – in
Islam’s precepts and to prepare some of them for anticommunist jihad.” It continued, “For
the first four years of its Afghan jihad [starting in 1979], the CIA kept its solo operations and
contacts with Afghans to a minimum,” and that, “To make his complex liaison with the CIA
work, Zia relied on his chief spy and most trusted lietenant, a gray-eyed and patrician
general, Akhtar Abdur Rahman, director-general of ISI,” and further, “About every other
month  [CIA  officer]  Howard  Hart  drove  the  dozen  miles  from  Islamabad  to  Rawalpindi  to
have a meal with General Akhtar at ISI headquarters and catch up on the Afghan jihad.”42

      The ISI is often seen as the ‘shadow government’ of Pakistan, as Steve Coll wrote in his
book, “When Akhtar had taken over ISI almost a decade earlier [from 1988], it was a small
and demoralized unit within the Pakistan military, focused mainly on regime security and
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never-ending espionage games with India. Now ISI was an army within the army, boasting
multiple deep-pocketed patrons, including the supremely deep-pocketed Prince Turki and
his Saudi General Intelligence Department. ISI enjoyed an ongoing operational partnership
with the CIA.”43 So this was the agency that was used as a proxy by the CIA in the 80’s,
which founded Al-Qaeda and fostered other such Islamic terrorist groups. It was reported in
September of 2006 by the BBC that, “Pakistan’s intelligence agency was behind the train
blasts in Mumbai in July that killed 186 people, Indian police say. The attacks were planned
by the ISI and carried out by the Islamist militant group Lashkar-e-Toiba, based in Pakistan,
Mumbai’s police chief said.”44 Again we see the reference to the LET terrorist organization,
which  is  affiliated  through  its  parent  organization  JUD,  with  Jundullah,  the  terrorist  group
currently getting support from the CIA to orchestrate attacks in Iran. It seems likely that
given the situation and the past precedents in parallel situations, Jundullah likely has ties to
the Pakistani ISI,  after all,  it  is based out of Pakistan and has affiliations with other groups
which receive support from the ISI, shares leadership and connections with Al-Qaeda, which
was founded and fostered by the CIA through the ISI, and now, given that the CIA is funding
Jundullah, it seems likely that the ISI would also be involved. Perhaps, as in the past, the CIA
funding, arming and operation of terrorist organizations is done through the ISI as its covert
Central Asian intelligence proxy.

      It is truly amazing how the US government deals in double standards. They declare a
worldwide war against Al-Qaeda, declare Iran a monumental threat because of its support of
terrorism  and  efforts  in  nuclear  technology,  and  yet,  at  the  same  time,  fund  an  Al-Qaeda
affiliated group to orchestrate terror inside Iran, in an effort to topple the government. So,
because Iran is such a threat, and supports terrorists, the US decides to support terrorists,
to threaten the stability of Iran. The War on Terror more and more appears to be simply the
War of Terror.

      This  is  not  the  only  terrorist  threat  to  Iran.  Over  the  past  years,  conflicts  have  been
developing  out  of  the  Northern  Iraqi  Kurdistan  region,  which  are  affecting  not  only  Iran
across the Eastern border, but also Turkey along the Northern border, threatening to even
draw Turkey into the enveloping crisis in the region. The Northern Kurdistan region of Iraq
was not under the control of Saddam when he was in power, and since the 2003 US-led
occupation of Iraq, has been under a regional government. On September 10 of 2007, the
New  York  Sun  reported  that,  “Kurdish  guerrillas  have  launched  a  clandestine  war  in
northwestern Iran, ambushing troops as they seek Western backing to secure an ethnic
homeland. In retaliation, the Iranian army has carried out a series of counterattacks in the
mountains, which span the border with Iraq,” and that, “Iranian newspapers have reported
the deaths of seven soldiers in recent clashes with Kurdish guerrillas. Last month, the rebels
claimed responsibility for shooting down an Iranian helicopter. A loose alliance of guerrillas,
styling itself the Kurdistan Democratic Federation, is fighting for an independent state which
would cover the Kurdish-majority areas of Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria,” and the article
concluded in stating, “Iran believes that the U.S. and Britain are now arming and training
the Kurdish guerrillas to strike its territory from bases inside Iraq. Ali Larijani, secretary of
Iran’s Supreme National Security Council, accused America of supporting terrorism inside
the Islamic Republic. ‘America wants to carry out actions such as blowing up the country’s
oil pipelines by supporting bandits and small groups of Kurdish rebels,’ he told the Iranian
press.”45 So, if the Kurdish rebels are indeed receiving support from the Anglo-Americans,
that would mean that they are funding at least three separate terrorist groups to carry out
attacks inside Iran; the MEK, Jundullah, and possibly Kurdish separatist groups. So who really
is  the  ‘greatest’  sponsor  of  terrorism,  Iran,  as  is  continually  claimed,  or  the  Anglo-
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Americans? Who is really the most destabilizing force in the region?

      Would the statements of Iran’s government stand up to the facts here? Certainly there is
precedent for such actions of the Anglo-Americans supporting terrorism, as it has been one
of their most continuous and long-standing strategies in the region, however, precedent
alone cannot  be seen as  solid  fact.  Nonetheless,  there  are  several  reports  that  could
indicate that it is not simply precedent that points to the fingers of the Anglo-Americans in
sponsoring the Kurdish rebels to take part in attacks against Iran. Seymour Hersh of the
New Yorker  Magazine  reported back in  2004,  that  the Israeli  government  decided “to
minimize the damage that the war was causing to Israel’s strategic position by expanding its
long-standing  relationship  with  Iraq’s  Kurds  and establishing  a  significant  presence on  the
ground in the semi-autonomous region of Kurdistan.”46 Hersh further reported that, “Israeli
intelligence and military operatives are now quietly at work in Kurdistan, providing training
for Kurdish commando units and, most important in Israel’s view, running covert operations
inside Kurdish areas of Iran and Syria. Israel feels particularly threatened by Iran, whose
position in the region has been strengthened by the war. The Israeli operatives include
members  of  the  Mossad,  Israel’s  clandestine  foreign-intelligence  service,  who  work
undercover in Kurdistan as businessmen and, in some cases, do not carry Israeli passports,”
as  well  as  the  fact  that,  “The  Israeli  decision  to  seek  a  bigger  foothold  in
Kurdistan—characterized  by  the  former  Israeli  intelligence  officer  as  “Plan  B”—has  also
raised tensions between Israel and Turkey. It has provoked bitter statements from Turkish
politicians and, in a major regional shift, a new alliance among Iran, Syria, and Turkey, all of
which have significant Kurdish minorities.”

      The London Guardian picked up this story, stating, “Israeli military and intelligence
operatives  are  active  in  Kurdish  areas  of  Iran,  Syria  and  Iraq,  providing  training  for
commando units and running covert operations that could further destabilise the entire
region,” and stated Israel’s aims “are to build up the Kurdish military strength in order to
offset the strength of the Shia militias and to create a base in Iran from which they can spy
on Iran’s suspected nuclear-making facilities,” and it ended with a quote from a senior
Turkish official, “The lesson of Yugoslavia is that when you give one country independence
everybody will want it. Kirkuk will be the Sarajevo of Iraq. If something happens there, it will
be impossible to contain the crisis.”47

      In 2002, before the US-led invasion in 2003, it was reported that, “The CIA has enhanced
its  declared presence and activity  in  the Kurdish area which is  outside the control  of
Baghdad’s authority,” and that, “Opposition sources said that the CIA has reinforced its
presence  in  northern  Iraq  by  opening  two  field  offices  in  the  Kurdish  area,  and  as  from
Monday a station for the American intelligence in the area which falls under the control of
the Kurdistani national federation and another one in the area under the control of the
Kurdistani democratic party.”48

      As mentioned before, Iran is not the only country affected by this support for Kurdish
rebel  factions  in  the north  of  Iraq to  conduct  terrorist  activities,  as  Turkey is  directly
affected.  Back  in  January  of  2007,  it  was  reported  that,  “Turkey’s  parliament  went  into
secret session this week to debate sending troops to invade and occupy northern Iraq for
security purposes. More than 30,000 people have been killed in the confrontation between
the  Kurdish  Workers  Party  (PKK)  and  the  Turkish  army  –  about  400  last  year  alone,
according to Turkey’s Human Rights Association,” and it continued, “The PKK have bases
around Kandili mountain in northern Iraq, and despite requests from Turkey for Iraqi and US
occupation forces to attack these bases, Turkey says nothing has been done.”49 It was
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reported by USA Today that, “Turkey’s ambassador to Washington said Wednesday that U.S.
weapons have been turning up in the hands of Kurdish guerrillas staging attacks in Turkey.
Nabi Sensoy said that the United States is not doing enough to influence Kurdish politicians
in key positions in the Iraqi government to crack down on the Kurdistan Workers Party or
PKK,  which  has  been  fighting  for  an  independent  Kurdistan  within  Turkey  for  decades.  He
said that Turkey has been pressing the United States to ensure that U.S. weapons supplied
to Kurdish forces within the Iraqi army are not funneled to the PKK,” and the article further
stated,  “The  comments  come  as  the  Turkish  officials  have  indicated  that  they  are
considering military operations against the PKK in Iraq, a move that the United States fears
would  cause  further  instability.  While  tensions  between  Ankara  and  Washington  have
increased, Turkey remains a key U.S. ally, providing vital support to U.S. operations in
Afghanistan and Iraq through Incirlik Air Base in southern Turkey, one of the most important
U.S. military assets in the region.” The article continued, “Defense Department spokesman
Bryan Whitman acknowledged that the U.S. military is not taking military action to try to
stop the rebel activities. ‘The United States government certainly recognizes the PKK threat
that exists for the Turkish government and the Turkish people,’ Whitman told reporters at
the Pentagon. He repeated U.S. objections to possible Turkish incursions into Iraq,” and it
further  stated,  “The PKK has been smuggling sophisticated explosive devices over  the
border from Iraq for attacks in Turkey.”50

      The Turkish Weekly reported on September 10, 2007, that the “British Daily Telegraph
claimed that the US officers have regular meetings with the PKK terrorists in Northern Iraq.
Damien McElroy in his report mentioned ‘US army helicopters are reportedly used to shuttle
officers to regular meetings with Kurdish fighters’. Mr. McElroy’s interview with the head of
the PKK terrorists, Murat Karayilan (means ‘Black Snake’ in Turkish language). Mr. Karayilan
accepted the US assistance to the PKK yet argued that the US did very little for the Kurds
and can do more.”51

      It was reported in June that the United States “urged Turkey not to conduct a cross-
border  operation into  northern Iraq,  following repeated threats  by the Turkish  military
against both the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) and Iraqi Kurdish leader Massoud
Barzani.”52 A report in early July from Raw Story  stated that, “The US military warned
Turkey Tuesday against destabilizing northern Iraq by carrying out a threatened cross-
border raid on Kurdish rebels. The US armed forces have a ‘great relationship with the
military of Turkey,’ said Brigadier General Perry Wiggins, deputy director for operations of
the Pentagon’s Joint Staff. But he cautioned: ‘As the secretary of defense (Robert Gates) has
said, any disruption up in northern Iraq would not be helpful at this time.’ Turkish Foreign
Minister Abdullah Gul said Friday his country had drawn up plans for an eventual incursion
into neighboring northern Iraq to pursue rebels of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) taking
refuge there.”53 On July 9, the International Herald Tribune  reported that, “Turkey has
massed 140,000 soldiers on its border with northern Iraq but so far there has been no
violations, Iraq’s foreign minister said Monday. The Turkish military had no comment to the
remarks by Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari, and it was unclear where he got the figures. If
they were accurate, Turkey would have nearly as many soldiers along its border with Iraq as
the  155,000  troops  which  the  U.S.  has  in  the  country,”  and  that,  “Turkey  has  been
pressuring the United States and Iraq to eliminate PKK bases in Kurdish-controlled parts of
northern Iraq and has said it’s ready to stage a cross-border offensive if necessary.”54

      A mere ten days later, “Turkey’s military has waged a cross-border incursion into Iraq,
bombarding northern areas of the country, the Iraqi government said. The Iraqi government
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said Wednesday that Turkish artillery and warplanes bombarded areas of northern Iraq and
urged Turkey to stop military operations and resort to dialogue,” and that, “Col. Hussein
Kamal said about 250 shells were fired into Iraq from Turkey. He added that there were no
casualties on the Iraqi side of the border.”55 On September 8, 2007, Reuters reported that,
“Iraq wants Kurdish rebels based in its northern region of Kurdistan to stop using the area to
launch attacks against neighbouring Turkey and Iran, Iraqi President Jalal Talabani said,”
and that, “Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) guerrillas took up arms against Turkey in 1984
with the aim of creating an ethnic Kurdish homeland in the country, home to up to 15 million
Kurds.  Several  thousand  PKK  fighters  are  believed  to  be  based  in  mountains  inside  Iraq’s
autonomous Kurdistan region near the Turkish border. Other guerrillas of the PJAK, who seek
autonomy for Kurdish areas in Iran, shelter in the northeastern border area. PJAK [PEJAK],
the Party of Free Life of Kurdistan, is an Iranian offshoot of the PKK.”56

      In a letter sent to President Bush by Democratic Congressman Dennis Kucinich on April
18, 2006, Kucinich wrote, “Last week I wrote to you regarding reports that U.S. troops are
conducting military operations in Iran. I have included a copy of that letter below for your
information. There are also reports, however, that the U.S. is fomenting opposition and
supporting military operations in Iran among insurgent groups and Iranian ethnic minority
groups, some of whom are operating from Iraq,” and he continued, “The Party for a Free Life
in Kurdistan (PEJAK) is one such group. PEJAK is based in the Kurdish region of Iraq, a few
miles from the Iranian border, and has staged attacks across the border in Iran since 2004
on behalf of Iranian Kurdish interests, according to an April 3, 2006 article in the Washington
Times. PEJAK claimed to kill twenty-four Iranian soldiers in three raids against army bases in
March. Iran’s official news agency also reported that three Republican Guard soldiers were
killed in a gun battle near the Iraqi border in late March. Iran has denounced PEJAK as a
terrorist group and has accused the U.S. of funding PEJAK. According to an April 15, 2006
article in the Economist, Iranians and Turks both believe that the U.S. is supporting PEJAK. It
is hard to believe that PEJAK is operating successfully from Iraq without U.S. knowledge,
support and coordination.”57

      So,  clearly,  the  Anglo-American  policy  in  the  region  is  still  focused  on  efforts  of
destabilization of the countries, and thus, provide both an excuse and a feasible situation to
maintain control over the region. Afghanistan and Iraq, often seen in the public view as two
wars in the US-led ‘War on Terror’ which hopes to ‘rid the world of terrorism’, yet, in reality,
these two major theatre wars are simply two geopolitical pivots in the broader strategy of
Middle East and Eurasian imperial conquest.

Put simply, Afghanistan and Iraq are two extremely vital territories to occupy in order to use
strategically for the broader war plans; imperial control over the entire region. Afghanistan,
with its strategic location acting as an important area for the movement and transportation
of oil and natural gas, via pipelines, as well as being a border state with former Soviet
Satellite states rich in oil and natural gas to the north, China to the east, Pakistan to the
South,  and Iran to the west.  Iraq has arguably an even more strategic  importance to
imperial control in the region, as the British have practiced for hundreds of years, with its
northern border with Turkey, Syria to the West, Jordan also to the West, and both Syria and
Jordan bordering Israel, Saudi Arabia to the South of Iraq, as is Kuwait, and Iran all along the
East. Looking at a map of the broader Middle East to include Central Asia, if you were to
decide a strategy of controlling the region, from Egypt to India, and could only choose two
countries  to  take first,  Iraq  and Afghanistan would  be the smartest  choices.  Now,  put  into
play the fact that the main deterrents to imperialism from within the region are Iran and
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Syria, as well as the fact that your primary allies, and essentially proxy states, over which
you have extensive control and authority, are Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, the significance of
Afghanistan and Iraq become unparalleled. 
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